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Chapter 21 

Sean was stunned when he heard what Molly had said! The tense atmosphere was immediately relieved 

by her words. He looked at Molly with a frown as he could not understand her motive. Tony was 

confused as well. “Why?” 

‘My boss is doing just fine, so why is she asking him to lie down all of a sudden?’ 

“To inspect his legs, of course! What else?” Molly said frankly. Her calm expression was, in turn, making 

them seem like they were overreacting. Tony was relieved as he thought, ‘It’s not our fault you didn’t 

make things clear. It’s natural for us to have our suspicions.’ He said, “Alright, then I’ll help my boss lie 

down. Do you want him on the couch or the bed?” 

He was by Sean’s side to give him a hand when it was needed. After all, Molly might not be able to move 

Sean’s 6ft. tall body. Besides, it can save them from an awkward situation too. 

“If it’s convenient for you, it’s best that we continue in the room. If that’s out of the question, the couch 

is our last resort.” Molly thought about it before she responded. Basically, it was because a person’s 

blood circulation is better when he lies down. 

SIE IN URDU 

“Let’s go to the room then,” Tony expressed as he wanted the best results. 

Tony looked at Sean while he was speaking to ask for his opinion. When he saw that Sean did not object 

to the idea, he brought Sean to the master bedroom. 

The master bedroom had a simple theme with just three colors – black, white, and gray. 

Also, Molly was the first woman to enter Sean’s room! 

But it did not seem to bother Molly at all. She just had a normal expression as she waited for Sean to lie 

down before she pulled out a cotton pouch. There were various types of silver needles in it with 

different lengths and widths. 

A muddled look flashed across Tony’s face as he asked, “Dr. May, if I’m not mistaken, are these just the 

equipment for the needle technique?” ‘Does she really plan on using these to treat my boss? Is this 

possible?’ Molly sensed Tony’s confusion, so she answered him flatly, “What’s wrong? Are you looking 

down on the needle technique? Please remember that alternative medicine has been passed down for 

generations. I believe you’ve been exposed to many conventional medicines. If it was effective, I 

wouldn’t be standing here, no? Conventional medicines could not save your boss’ legs, so we have to 

look at other alternatives. The range of alternative medicines is broad, don’t underestimate it.” Molly 

did not stop working with her hands while she was speaking. Tony nodded, “Yes, I was too brusque.” 

Though he said that, he was still worried. After all, being pierced by needles is a serious matter. Molly 

did not bother to explain any further as well. In fact, she had only been studying 

alternative medicines. Her mentor overseas was a hidden medical expert in Fomanesia with thousands 

of books recording ancient medical techniques and medicines. They were priceless, which meant that no 



one could get them regardless of how wealthy they were. Every one of them was a valuable and 

exquisite treasure! 

Sean remained quiet the whole time while he was lying on the bed with his arms next to his body. His 

eyes fell on Molly, and his gaze was deep. 

Molly started working very quickly! 

She rolled up Sean’s pants, exposing his muscular legs. His muscles had no signs of shrinkage, which 

showed that he had been maintaining them. Molly was not surprised as it was almost effortless for the 

Anderson family to hire a therapist. 

After that, Molly gently used her fingers to press certain points on his legs. Sean could not help but 

freeze. He had never been close to women. Neither did he like them getting close to him, let alone 

touch him. He glanced at Molly’s slender fingers on his legs and was looking slightly uncomfortable.  

Chapter 22  

However, Sean gave in when he considered that Molly was only doing it to treat him. Just as the saying 

goes, “out of sight, out of mind,” so Sean closed his eyes shut. Unfortunately, Molly did not allow him to 

forget. 

She was pressing on different areas on his legs as she asked, “Do you feel anything? Do you feel 

anything here?” 

“No.” Sean’s voice was slightly deep as he was extremely upset. ‘My legs are already crippled!’ Molly’s 

endless questions were like a reminder that he was a cripple! 

After some time, Molly was still asking Sean continuously, and he answered all her questions truthfully, 

which all had the same context: he did not feel anything. Suddenly, a pang of soreness rushed up to him 

from his legs. Sean opened his eyes abruptly and said, “That spot just now was sore!” This long-awaited 

feeling was something that he had never experienced before. 

A string of laughter echoed. Sean looked in the direction of the voice and realized that it belonged to 

Molly! 

She was squatting next to his bed with her hands on his legs. There was a layer of sweat on her 

forehead, making her look innocent and lovely. Molly was gratified as she smiled, saying,” That’s great. 

It means there’s still hope for your legs.” Sean saw her sincere smile and thankful tone, and it rekindled 

his hopes. 

“Dr. May! Are you saying that…” Tony obviously understood what Molly was saying, so he was thrilled as 

well. 

Molly explained, “I put pressure on the areas on his legs to agitate his legs just now. As long as there’s a 

reaction, it indicates that his legs are still treatable. I’m just worried that he won’t feel anything as it has 

been a long time since the muscles were active. Anyway, you won’t understand me even if I elaborate.”. 

While she was speaking, she took a silver needle from the pouch next to her. Just when she was going to 

pin it on Sean, she paused and looked up at him. There was a gentleness in her tone that was almost 

unnoticeable when she said, “Close your eyes if you’re afraid of needles.” 

She reminded Sean and started the needle technique. She turned her wrists, and her movements were 

fast. Molly was brutal and precise when she pinned the needles onto his legs without the slightest 

hesitation. 

After some time, there were quite a number of needles on Sean’s legs. 



Tony was scared as he watched from the side. 

That was because Molly’s needles were tremendously long and terrifying! However, his worries lessened 

when he saw how well-ordered Molly was. 

As for Sean, his eyes were glued onto Molly throughout the whole session. He was not afraid of being 

pierced by the needles. To him, being able to feel pain was a good thing! Molly stopped after an hour or 

so. She was also sweating after she was done with the session. After all, she had to really focus when 

she punctured Sean with the needles as there could be no mistakes. Besides, Sean’s condition was far 

worse than her expectations. She might have to put in a lot of effort to completely treat him, so she had 

to plan the entire treatment. However, Molly already had a gist of the whole plan. Tony saw that Molly 

was quiet for quite some time, so he asked her carefully, “Dr. May, can my boss’ legs be treated? What’s 

his condition? Can he stand up again?” 

Molly glanced over at him and said, “I can’t guarantee that he will go back to how he was before. But 

from what I’ve seen just now, it’s only possible for him to stand up again. As for his exact condition, we 

can only judge after I’m done with the needle technique.” 

Tony was exhilarated when he heard Molly. 

‘I finally hear some good news. As long as my boss can walk, it doesn’t matter if he can’t go back to his 

original shape,’ Tony thought. He had been by Sean’s side for many years, so he witnessed how this 

matter had changed Sean entirely. It became Sean’s insecurity, so it was a blessing for it to be erased! 

“Dr. May, you’re my boss’s lucky star!”  

Chapter 23  

Sean’s eyes glimmered when he heard their conversation, his hands clenched into fists. Though his 

expression remained the same, his heart was filled with emotions as the look in his eyes turned deep. ‘I 

can finally stand up! 

‘I’m no longer a cripple who can’t even walk! 

At the same time, the triplets, who were quietly standing next to them, walked forward. 

Claudia was heartbroken when she looked at Sean, so she comforted him, “Don’t be afraid, Uncle 

Handsome! My mommy is the best, so she can definitely treat you!” “Yeah, my mommy is amazing! 

She’s been working in this field for years, but she has never failed once! You’re spending your money on 

the right person, mister. You won’t suffer any loss!” Ben puffed his chest out as he guaranteed. The way 

Ben shook his head was amusing as well. Alex was standing next to the bed’s headboard, but he 

remained quiet. He secretly scanned across the bed while no one was watching to see if there was any 

strand of hair for him to keep. If Alex could find Sean’s hair, he could use it to run a DNA test. ‘When the 

results are out, both daddy and mommy can’t deny anything with all the evidence laid out before them,’ 

Alex thought. 

Sadly, the bed was clean and neat, with nothing in sight. Alex was a little disappointed, but he changed 

perspectives and figured, ‘We’re just living next door, so there’s definitely a chance next time. There’s 

no rush!’ 

Claudia leaped to the side of the bed and caressed Sean’s arm as she said adorably, “There, there. 

Claudia will blow away your pain.” 

While she was speaking, she puffed her cheeks out, and her lips were puckered. She blew on the areas 

with needles, and Sean could smell her warm, milky scent. 

Huff 

Ben and Alex followed Claudia’s footsteps and helped Sean out as well, which was very endearing Molly 



was a little jealous when she watched the concerned looks on her children’s faces. ‘Why are they so 

concerned about this man? They’ve only met him a few times!’ “Give him some space, don’t gather 

around him and disturb his rest.” Molly could not help but remind the triplets before informing Sean, 

“You’ve been unwell for a very long time, so the needles have to stay on you for an hour. Please let me 

know immediately if you feel something during the treatment.” 

Sean nodded as a response and respected her advice as a physician. His thin lips moved as he said, “Got 

it. Thank you, Dr. May.” 

Molly got up and sat down on the seat at the side. 

“Are you feeling any better, mister?” 

Claudia inched closer to his ‘ear and whispered with concern. 

Sean paused when his eyes met her clear, innocent eyes: “Yeah, I’m feeling a little better.” The triplets 

were all smiles as they felt that they had helped Sean. They did not disturb him any further and ran to 

the end of the bed as they lay on their stomachs and waited for him. 

Sean had a bit of a shut-eye. Maybe the room was a little crowded, so he was not relaxed yet. Now that 

it was quiet, his senses were more alert. His focus changed, and he could smell a feminine scent that 

only came from women. Together with that womanly scent was a faint milky scent, which was making 

him frown uncontrollably. While he was waiting, Molly did not take a break either. She pondered about 

Sean’s condition. After reading through his medical reports and his answers to her questions, Molly 

concluded that some of his nerves were dead, which was why he could not stand up. Therefore, she can 

deduce that Sean had suffered a severe injury. Molly was deep in her thoughts as she brushed her chin. 

Her thoughts were loud in her head. According to science and medicine, it was impossible for nerves to 

regenerate. So, Sean would never stand up just by going under the knife. 

But… 

It was possible if Molly used ancient medical techniques!  

Chapter 24  

However, the whole treatment would be extremely taxing. Molly would have to put in a lot of time and 

put various types of herbs together to improve his health. Besides, the regeneration of dead nerves was 

not an easy task, which was nothing less than reconnecting broken bones. Sean might not be able to 

withstand it. Even if he could, Molly made a rough estimate about the duration of the whole course of 

treatment, which would last for a year, at least. She was a little taken aback when she realized this 

factor. ‘As expected, it’s hard to make a living!! 

Molly was afraid that she might have to spend every single day with Sean for a year! 

At that moment, Tony served them some water and fruits. He even got the triplets and some pastries. 

“Thank you, Uncle Tony!” The triplets thanked him. Molly just drank a few sips of water to hydrate and 

energize herself. The triplets were paying attention to the time as well. 

As soon as one hour had passed, Claudia took the initiative to exclaim, “Mommy, time’s up! You can 

take out the needles now!” 

Molly nodded and walked next to Sean’s bed as she slowly kept away the needles, one after another. At 

the same time, she asked, “How are you feeling?” Sean frowned and said, “A numbing pain, just like a 

thousand ants chewing on my legs. But I can still manage.” But his expression at that time was not as 

relaxed as his words. His brows were knotted together, and his charming face was covered in a thin layer 

of sweat. He was clenching his fists tightly, and his breathing was unstable. Tony knew his boss’ 

tolerance, so he could tell that Sean was not feeling so good when he showed such an expression. “It’s 



good that it hurts! This means that the nerves in your legs are not completely dead yet, which proves 

that your condition is not as bad as we thought. I’ll give you some herbs later. Before you sleep, soak 

them in your bathtub and take a bath in it. This is a traditional method called a medicated bath, which 

could relieve your pain. Your condition doesn’t allow you to receive extreme treatments, so we’ve got to 

take it slow to make progress,” Molly said softly. There will be more chances for Sean to feel pain in the 

future. Sean realized that Molly was not as overbearing as she was back then. Instead, there was a hint 

of gentleness in her expression. He thought about it and used it as something he could shift his focus to. 

Tony immediately brought over a paper and pen and handed them to Molly. 

She put away the needles and rolled down Sean’s pants. While writing down the herbs, she reminded 

him, “I won’t talk about the usual things you have to avoid. Also, your legs could not be out in the cold.” 

Tony took the list of medicines and had a look. Most of them were expensive herbs, including some aged 

Snow Lilium and Redroots. 

These aged herbs were extremely costly, but fortunately, it was not exceptionally rare. With the 

Anderson family’s power, it was only easy for them to get their hands on it. “No problem, I’ll get 

someone to pick up these herbs as soon as possible,” Tony responded. After Molly had made everything 

clear, she was about to leave with her triplets. However, she went out of her way to tell Sean before she 

left, “It’s best if you can remove your clothes for the next treatment. It’s a little in the way, which can 

disturb the treatment.” 

In other words, Molly was saying that his pants were too much of a bother! Molly then left Sean’s place, 

unbothered about their expressions. 

Tony was a little taken aback. If the person who said that was not a proven skilled physician like Molly, 

he would think that the person had other motives toward his boss. 

While he was thinking about this, he glanced over at Sean. 

As expected! 

Sean was pulling a long face, but he had no choice.  
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Molly took her children home with a calm demeanor. 

The triplets were even a little reluctant to go home. 

When they got back, Molly started to plan for Sean’s treatment. Molly would put in her all when she got 

serious. The triplets did not disturb her either, so they just said obediently, “Mommy, we’re going to 

take a nap.” Molly finally pulled herself back to reality and realized that it was their naptime. She 

immediately stood up and took them to wash up. They changed into their pajamas and slept on the bed. 

Molly covered them with a blanket and bent down to give them a goodnight kiss before walking out the 

door and closing it. It was already in the evening when they woke up, and they immediately went to look 

for their mother. 

Molly was busy with Sean’s case for the entire afternoon. Claudia said adorably, “Mommy, the air is 

fresh outside. Can you take a stroll with us?” “Let’s invite Uncle Handsome too. He’s unwell, so he 

should get some fresh air,” Ben suggested The triplets were on the same page, so they immediately 

turned and ran outside. “Wait up!” Molly quickly stopped them with her hands on her hips. She looked 

down at them and squinted. “Why do you like going next door so much? You can’t go disturbing them. 

You’ll be a bother to them if you continue behaving like this!” 

“Mommy, we just want to invite Uncle Handsome to come out for a walk with us.” Claudia placed her 

hands behind her back and stood on her toes as she swayed and pouted. Molly shook her forefinger 



from left to right, saying, “No can do!” The triplets finally gave up and walked out with their mother, 

sulking. Molly was amused when she saw their expression. ‘Are they not happy walking with me?’ She 

was feeling a little jealous. “Eh? What a coincidence, Dr. May!” Coincidentally, Tony’s voice was heard 

the minute Molly, and her children left their house. Molly looked over in the direction of his voice and 

saw him pushing Sean out of his house. She nodded to greet them. “Coincidental, indeed.” After being 

busy with work for the whole afternoon, Sean was rather exhausted, so he got Tony to push him out for 

a stroll and get some fresh air. He saw Molly and her kids and asked, “Where are you going?” “We’re 

just going to walk around,” Molly responded flatly. 

The triplets who were low-spirited were immediately energized. They asked Sean excitedly,” Are you 

free now, Uncle Handsome? If you are, why don’t you walk around with us? We happen to be unfamiliar 

with this area, so you can give us a little tour.” 

Since Sean had nothing to do at that moment, he did not mind the idea. “Sure.” 

Sean already agreed to the triplets’ request before Molly could respond, so she did not argue any 

further. 

Hence, the four-people party became a six-people party. The scenery was out of this world. The golden 

rays of the evening sun shone on the land, casting a pale yellow light on everything. It was breathtaking. 

Molly and Sean exchanged a few lines with each other and remained silent after. 

Tony could not stand the silence between them, so he broke the silence by saying, “Dr. May, you 

mentioned that you had stayed overseas for a long time. Did you return to Fomanesia last minute, 

or…?” 

“I’m here to stay,” Molly answered truthfully. 

Tony asked again, “Have you been living overseas ever since you were little?” Molly was caught off 

guard for a moment. She then smiled and said, “No, I grew up in the 

countryside here.” 

Molly seemed to be reminded of something as she stared into space.  

Chapter 26 

Sean’s eyes moved slightly. He then looked at Molly from head to toes without turning a hair. Tony was 

a little surprised too. He asked with a smile, “Dr. May, your charm is so outstanding. I wonder which part 

of the country could raise such an excellent person like you?” Be it her looks or the way she talks, 

Molly’s behavior was clearly different from the others. Tony could not help but guess she was from 

some hidden family since her medical skills were so good. Molly snapped back. She smiled faintly, but 

there was a hint of bitterness in her eyes. The look on her face made it obvious that she didn’t want to 

talk about this. Sean noticed it and threw Tony a glance coldly to stop him from asking further. Their 

relationship was nothing more than doctor and patient. There was no need to pry into every detail since 

everybody had a past they wished to erase. 

Tony realized it and kept quiet. He did not ask any further. 

Buzz 

Coincidentally, Molly’s phone rang! 

She took it out and saw that it was from her grandfather. She walked to the side before she picked it up. 

“Grandpa?” 

“Molly, how are you settling down?” Grandpa Dave’s vigorous and hearty voice came from the other 

side of the phone as he asked out of concern. Molly could not help but flash a smile across her face as 

soon as she heard her grandfather’s voice. She answered honestly, “Not bad. The little ones kept asking 



to see you. After a few days. I’ll pick you up to live with us.” Alex saw his mother talking on the phone 

concentratedly and was not paying attention to what was happening on his side, so he leaned toward 

Sean. “Mister, what other things do you like to do if you’re not working?” 

He wanted to know about his father’s hobbies. 

“I like to catch some fresh air,” Sean answered nonchalantly with a slight dark gaze. 

He could not say that he liked to take a walk in that state. 

Ben continued to ask, “With Uncle Tony?” 

Sean nodded coldly. “Oh, no! He’s so pitiful.” Ben wrinkled his little nose and pouted to express his deep 

sympathy. 

Tony could not keep a straight face after looking at Ben’s expression. He lifted his brow and asked, 

“Little guy, what do you mean by that? Are you feeling disgusted by me?” 

His boss did not say anything, but this little thing put on such an indescribable look instead. It was quite 

hurtful to a person’s self-esteem. 

Ben pouted and said, “How could I not be? He’s so handsome. It’s fine that he doesn’t have a 

girlfriend, but I can’t stand the fact that he has to be with a big man like you the entire time. Sigh! How 

pitiful!” 

He sighed heavily. 

Sean heard it and thought that it was funny. He lifted the corner of his mouth and showed that he 

agreed. “Now that you mention it, I really do think I’m quite pitiful.” 

Tony choked. He did not expect that his boss would say something like that. 

He felt like weeping, but he had no tears. His boss never once said anything like this before! 

“We’ll keep you company from now on then!” Claudia ran to his side and threw herself on Sean’s legs. 

She looked adorable as she said while holding Sean’s hand affectionately, “Mister, I’ll tell you what, we 

even got ourselves three pets! They’re very cute, but they’re still on their way here. They’ll be here in a 

few days, and we will all keep you company by then, so you won’t have to be pitiful anymore!”, 

“Yes!” Ben nodded heavily. He said confidently while putting his hands on his hips to hold his little belly 

up. “Just look for us whenever you want to catch some fresh air in the future. We’ll keep you company! 

You won’t have to look at Uncle Tony’s face every day anymore as it’ll probably make you suffer from 

aesthetic fatigue.’ Tony laughed uncontrollably. 

This little one really had his own way of talking. It was so interesting.  

Chapter 27 

Sean was sitting in the wheelchair as his gaze fell on his hand. A white and tender hand was burrowed in 

his palm. It looked tiny and cute as the hand was even smaller than his palm. He thought the suggestion 

was not bad after seeing how active the three little ones were. All of them were very likable. It would be 

a good thing if they could be there to lighten up the mood when he goes for a walk next time too. At 

least it would not be as boring anymore. “You’re right.” Sean agreed as he said with his thin lips. 

All of the three little ones’ eyes brightened up as soon as they heard it. Their father said yes! Molly saw 

what was happening right after she put down the phone. She asked offhandedly,” What are you guys 

talking about? You guys look very happy.” 

“Uncle Sean would catch some fresh air every day whenever he’s done with work. We just agreed to 

keep him company next time, so he won’t have to do it with Uncle Tony alone. It must’ve been hard for 

both of them. We should take care of each other since we’ll be neighbors in the future anyway!” Claudia 

said it plausibly and reasonably. “We can keep him company to catch some fresh air every day,” Ben 



added. Molly lifted her brows and looked at the three of them. She then exposed them without holding 

back, “Stop the smooth-talking. I know you guys just want to have fun on your own! Don’t use an 

outsider as an excuse.” ‘Uncle Handsome is not an outsider!’ 

The three little ones did not deny it. They stuck out their tongues friskily and looked like a grinch. Molly 

did not stop them despite saying what she had just said. She turned around and looked at Sean. She 

wanted to check on his progression, so she asked,” Did anything happen to you after that needling 

session in the afternoon?” “I feel sore in some parts of my body.” Sean tried to recall carefully as he 

answered truthfully. Molly said nonchalantly, “It’s true that you’ll feel like that after needling, so it’s 

normal. There’s nothing to be worried about. The needle technique relies on stimulating every part of 

your body slowly to repair the nerves on your legs. We have to be persistent. Give me a call before you 

go to bed tonight. I’ll prepare some herbs for you to soak in your bath because only I know how much to 

give you.” She said it straightforwardly and made it easy to understand. Sean nodded and agreed. Sean 

showed them the surrounding environment briefly as walking for a while. “This neighborhood is rather 

big, so it’s quieter and won’t have a lot of noise. However, it isn’t too secluded either. There’s a small 

supermarket here. After leaving the neighborhood, there’ll be a large shopping mall on the next street 

with everything you’ll ever need. This neighborhood also has eighty percent residential green space, so 

the air is very fresh here, and there’s also a manmade lake in the middle.”. 

The entire neighborhood slowly turned into a simplified map in Molly’s head as she 

familiarized herself thoroughly with it. There were even elementary and high schools around that 

neighborhood. 

Molly got interested when schools were brought up. “Are there any kindergartens around here?” 

The three little ones’ faces turned bitter right away after hearing that. Claudia pouted and whined. 

“Mommy! No!” 

“Mommy, can we not go to kindergarten?” Ben put on a piteous face and blinked his dark pupils that 

contrasted sharply against the white of his eyes as he begged Molly while acting cute. 

That disgusted look on Alex was beyond words too. “We already knew how to solve the questions from 

the third-grade syllabus, and we even know Math Olympiad. It’d be so boring to go to kindergarten! I 

don’t want to hang out with those little kids.” 

To them, kindergarten was not any fun and challenging at all. It would even be an easy thing for them to 

skip kindergarten and go right into an elementary school with their knowledge. 

The two men at the side were shocked upon hearing what they said. Tony could not help but praise 

them, “You guys are something else!” 

Chapter 28  

Tony thought that the three little ones in front of him were indeed different from other kids after feeling 

shocked for a second. He initially thought that they were just more cheerful than others, but it turned 

out they were also a lot smarter. They were so young, but they already knew how to solve Math 

Olympiad. Tony graduated from a famous university abroad himself too. He also had one of the highest 

IQ levels among people his age. 

Even he could not be sure that he was smarter than these three little ones. He had only seen one person 

with such an unfathomable level of intelligence in so many years, and it was his boss. 

Ben waved his hand with a brisk look on his face and said casually, “It’s nothing. Those questions were 

easy to solve anyway.” 

“Yeah,” Claudia said adorably. 



Even the wise Alex agreed with them and persuaded, “Mommy, I don’t think not going to the 

kindergarten would affect our childhood in any way at all.” They would not be able to take a walk with 

their father every day if they went to kindergarten. They did not want to waste their time on somebody 

else at all! Molly did not know that was what they were thinking, so she was speechless at that time. 

Indeed, she wanted her children to have a complete childhood. Kindergarten would be a good 

experience for them to get to know some new friends. 

However, after seeing how resistant the three little ones were, she did not want to become a bad 

mother that forcibly inflicted her thoughts on her children. So, she gave up that thought temporarily. 

“There’s no way I’ll tie you up and send you to a kindergarten if you guys are unwilling to go. Forget it 

then.” Molly said with a slightly regretful tone. The three little ones were relieved as if they had just 

escaped death. 

Sean sat beside them and looked at their reaction. He was amused, but he understood what was going 

on inside their head. “It’s really too demanding to force them to go to kindergarten. Their level of 

intelligence is on a different level, after all. They won’t have a common topic, and they’ll even look out 

of place.” 

Their eyes brightened after seeing how he spoke for them. Three of them nodded to agree. Their father 

understood them! Sean noticed it and lifted the corner of his mouth as he suggested timely, “But that 

doesn’t mean you guys can do whatever you want like this, or you’ll make your intelligence go to waste. 

This is what your mom is worried about. You guys can skip kindergarten, but you should attend some 

courses and classes according to your interests and hobbies. Your mommy can also hire a home tutor to 

educate you, so your intelligence won’t go wasted.” 

His words went right into the heart of the mother and those three kids. 

Molly thought that it could work too. 

The sky started to turn dark after some time. So, they went back and returned to their respective home. 

Molly went home with the three little ones. After resting for a while and rehydrating, she told them to 

take turns showering and changing into their pajamas. The face of the three little ones turned red after 

coming out of that steamy shower. Their sharp and clear eyes looked cute through the mist of water. 

Claudia was reading her favorite book in the beanbag, whereas Alex and Ben were playing with Lego at 

the side. The three little ones went to bed on time when the hour-hand pointed at nine. “Good night, 

Mommy.” 

Molly gave them a good night kiss before tucking them in bed and switching off the lights. She then 

went to do her own stuff. The doorbell rang when it was almost ten o’clock. 

Molly opened the door and found out that it was Tony. Tony said, “Dr. May, my boss is going to bed 

soon.” “Okay.” She nodded and responded coldly. She got up and went to the mansion next door. From 

what she remembered, she walked to the door of Sean’s room. She found out that the door was not 

shut properly just when she was about to knock on the door. 

Sean was taking his clothes off inside!  

Chapter 29  

Sean was sitting in a wheelchair with his back facing the room door. He took his white shirt off and 

revealed his muscular back. He had a wide shoulder and a narrow waist. The lines on his body were well-

defined, and his muscles were so firm. He looked very sexy and full of: masculinity. 

There was no denying that Sean’s body and looks were exceptional! 

Molly did not expect to suddenly see such a shocking thing happen. She was stunned! 



She snapped back in a while and looked away subconsciously. Even though Molly was already a mother 

to three kids, she had never looked at a man’s body so directly like this. She was somehow feeling a little 

awkward. 

Tony followed her and saw what had happened. He coughed slightly and walked forward to knock on 

the door. He reminded his boss, “Boss, Dr. May is here.” 

Sean heard him and looked over. He was a little shocked too when he saw Molly standing at the door. 

After that, he calmly took his pajamas from the bed and put them on. He buttoned himself up before 

finishing with everything and said coldly, “Come inside.” “I’ll go run a bath in the bathroom.” Molly got 

straight to the point after getting inside. Molly went to the bathroom after Sean nodded. She turned on 

the hot water valve, and oodles of hot water started flowing out. The water splashed down, and the 

steam rose up. It did not take long for the bathroom to be filled with steam and mist. 

When the amount of water was almost getting sufficient, Molly shut the hot water valve off and turned 

on the cold water valve. The cold water was mixed into the hot water, and the water temperature 

started to fall. She sat beside the bathtub and put her hand into the water to feel the water 

temperature. When it got to the warmth she wanted, she started to distribute the herbs into the same 

portion. It was very precise. 

After some time, the bathtub was filled with seventy to eighty percent of water. Molly got up and 

walked out of the bathroom. She said to Sean, “It’s ready.” 

She then told Tony, “Soak him for twenty minutes and get him out.” Molly explained to Tony that these 

herbs would stimulate his nerves, so he could not be in there for too long. 

Tony nodded and said, “Got it.” 

Molly took another bottle of medicine out after telling Tony what to do. She handed it to Sean and said, 

“Take one of these every night before bed.” The bottle was made of glass. The medicine in the bottle 

was blackish and tiny. It was hard to tell what kind of medicine it was. Sean could not help but frown 

and ask, “What is this thing?” 

“What’s wrong? Are you afraid that I’ll drug you? Give it back if you don’t want it. Even money can’t buy 

this bottle of medicine. I didn’t really want to give it to you anyway!” Molly lifted her brows and teased 

him as she went on to keep the bottle away. Sean acted swiftly and held the bottle. His action caused 

both of their hands to overlap and they become close to each other. 

Sean’s palm fell on the back of her hand. His palm was warm. Both of them were shocked as they looked 

each other in the eye. Sean’s gaze looked deep, and his pupils were dark. Molly’s heart trembled, and 

she pulled her hand back. 

She was just joking. She did not expect something like this would happen. 

Sean’s eyes turned gloomy. He tightened his grip and held the bottle in his hand. He rubbed his 

fingertips as if he was still reminiscing that touch from just now and said nonchalantly,” Dr. May, you 

can’t have it back since you’ve already offered it to me. You need to be respectful of your medical ethics. 

Besides, I believe that everything you give is good stuff.” “Hmph! I’m glad that you know that. 

Remember what I told you and watch how long you stay in the bathtub. Don’t be in there for too long! It 

won’t be good for you anyway.” 

Molly played it cool and pretended to be calm. She snorted coldly after reminding them what to do and 

walked away without even turning her head back. She then walked faster and faster as if some vigorous 

monster was chasing her at the back.  

Chapter 30  



Sean lifted his gaze, and it landed on Molly, who was running away in panic. He slightly lifted the corner 

of his thin lips as he played with the bottle in his hand. 

Molly ran out of the mansion as if she was escaping. She looked down at the open palm. She could only 

feel that there was still a hint of warmth at the tip of her finger. She frowned uncontrollably. That 

feeling was too strange! 

She shook her head and tried to shake away that weird feeling that came out of nowhere. She took a 

deep breath of fresh air and went upstairs to put on the blanket for her three little ones. Afterward, she 

went back to her room to wash herself up and sleep. 

The next morning– 

“Mommy! Wakey, wakey! It’s time to get up.” 

Molly was woken up by the three little ones. She opened her eyes woozily and saw the three little ones 

standing by her bed with a bright smile. They were all dressed nicely, and they looked dashing too. It 

gave her a strange feeling as if something good had happened. 

“What time is it?” Molly got up from her bed and asked while yawning. 

“It’s already eight o’clock.” Alex walked forward and said thoughtfully, “Breakfast is ready. Mommy, get 

up and eat now.” 

Molly pulled Alex closer and hugged him. She then gave him a big kiss on his cheek and said lazily, “Baby 

Alex, you’re a good son!” 

“Mommy, you haven’t brushed your teeth yet.” Alex snorted lightly and spoke. Molly smiled, and her 

eyes turned into crescents. “Go wash your face one more time then, such a cutie!” 

She held the little guy’s cheek with both of her hands and rubbed it for a while as she said it. She only 

got up clumsily after she was done having fun with Alex. She then went to the bathroom to wash herself 

up and got downstairs after changing her clothes. 

At that time, there was a single portion of breakfast on the dining table. It was evident that three 

children had had their breakfast.. 

Ben sat on the sofa and stared at the computer. The monitor was showing some red and green lines. He 

was looking at the stock market, whereas Claudia was holding a crayon in her hand and drawing 

concentratedly. Alex took out a bowl of warm oatmeal from the kitchen and handed it to his mother. 

Three of them were doing their own things respectively and looked very experienced. Molly sat at the 

dining table and waited to eat with a lazy face. She looked like the most useless one in the house. 

However, the three little ones were not bothered by it at all. 

Alex pulled the chair out and climbed up using his hands and legs. He sat beside his mother and asked, 

“Mommy, what’s your plan for today?” “The luggage that I sent back from overseas will probably reach 

today. Cherry, Kiwi, and 

Papaya too! After I’m done with that, I’ll need to go to the supermarket to buy the daily essentials and 

whatever that we lack. Your great-grandpa is coming to stay with us.” Molly said before thinking for a 

moment. 

The old man called last night and said he could not wait to meet his great-grandchildren anymore. He 

knew that it was not appropriate for them to meet in the May Residence, so he just decided to move in 

sooner since he was not happing staying there anyway. Out of sight, out of mind. 

Molly obviously was very welcome his decision. “This is great! I miss great-grandpa so much!” Alex said 

happily, “Besides, our house will be lively by then!” “Yeah!” Molly said with a smile. Molly cleaned up 

the bowl and utensils after finishing her breakfast. The luggage she sent back from overseas really 

reached her around ten o’clock. 



Molly got herself busy right away while three of the little ones helped her at the side. They looked 

extremely cute when they tried to help with their tiny bodies. She could not help herself but take out 

her phone to take many photos. She was only done unpacking everything around three in the afternoon, 

even with their help. She wanted to go out to buy some things after being busy for more than half a day. 

When she was about to leave the house, her phone rang! 

She looked and saw it was her dad, Walter, calling. Molly could not help but frown. She did not really 

want to pick up the phone, but she was worried that it might be related to her grandfather. So, her 

fingertip ended up on the green button anyway as she answered the phone in a cold tone, “Yes?” 

“Come back home. I need to talk to you about something.” Walter’s cold voice came from the other side 

of the phone. His tone sounded like he was ordering her to come as if she was somebody on his beck 

and call. 

The look on Molly’s face remained unchanged. She had lost all her expectations of this person long ago, 

so she did not care how he treated her. She rejected him coldly and said straightforwardly, “I’ve already 

signed the contract, so there’s no need for us to meet anymore. I’m very busy. Just tell me whatever you 

have to say on the phone. Let’s not waste both of our time.” 

“What now? Is it so difficult for your biological father to see you now?” Walter got angry right away! 

‘What kind of attitude is that?’ “Didn’t you say you didn’t have a daughter like me five years ago? You 

didn’t even care to come to see me in the past five years, so why bother now?” Molly was indifferent 

about it as she said coldly. She hung up the phone before Walter could give her any response. Walter 

was furious on the other side of the phone! 

“How ungrateful!” He gritted his teeth and snapped. Lara, who was at his side, got a little heated too. 

“Hmph! What a temper she got after not seeing her for a few years! She was probably spoiled by the old 

man. She’s only disrespecting us because the old man is backing her up. The old man was ridiculous too. 

We wouldn’t have to put up with this if he didn’t give her the shares!” 

She always thought that Diana was her only daughter. Other than the fact that she did not come out 

from her womb, she and Diana looked like mother and daughter cut from the same cloth. 2<  

 


